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I. INTRODUCTION

4 this work we report the levitation of highly absorbing particles with

an infrared (IR) laser beam This optical levitation is different from the

radiation pressure phenomeno reported by Ashkin, ' 2 which applies to very

weakly absorbing particulates. Suspension by radiation pressure requires weak

absorbers since' the photopho tic force3 ' 4 on a particle can be orders of

magnitude higher than that d e to photon momentum; therefore, it becomes

impossible to stably trap an abs r ing particle by the momentum of light alone

except, possibly, in a vacuum. Photophoresis is the force on a particle due

to the rebounding of ambient gas molecules with greater velocities from parts

of the surface that are at a higher temperature. Absorbing nonsp~'erical

particles driven by such a force are known to migrate along complex paths.

The motion can be along helical paths, complex orbits, or just irregular,

random movement. For all of these paths, with the exception of the random

motion, there is always a preferred direction, e.g., the axis of the orbit,

due to some external factor such as the direction of the light, gravity, and

applied electric and magnetic fields - -

Spherical absorbing particles rradiated with a plane wave move in a

straight line along the optical axi Experimental evidence shows that the

photophoretic force on a good absorbe is normal to the surface irradiated and

directed toward the centar of the sp crical particle. Using an Ar+ laser with

an intensity profile having a minimum at the center, i.e., the doughnut mode,

Lewittes et al. 5 have stably levitated a single spherical drop of aboorbing

dye-impregnated glycerol. In other words, they have suspended a particle by

letting it fall to the bottom of a light intensity well where the particle is

nonuniformly heated sothat the rebounding gas molecules produce an integrated

force that keeps it centered and overcomes the gravitational influence.

•t-sing a linearly polarized IR laser . t t -TE --me4., we are

suspending highly absorbing spherical carbon particles., This seems to be in

total disagreement with our understanding of the radibmetric force on a

spherical particle, since for a Gaussian laser intensity proifl the particle
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should be pushed out of the beam. To the best of our knowSledge Shis i-the

first report of an absorbing particle being stably trapped in a beam of light

f r which external conditions have not been tailored to counteract the

preferred direction of migration.

In this communication we present the experimental observations and point

cut the physical mechanism that perhaps explains the phenomenon. Some of the

possible implications of these results are then discussed with regard to

:roviding a means for testing the electromagnetic diffraction theory of

ptical systems and to possible consequences of using laser beams for a

variety of applicaticns

"o1
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION AND OBSERVATIONS

A schematic of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of an

evacuable glass cell with removable CaF 2 windows at the bottom and the top.

All experiments were performed with the cell at atmospheric pressure except

for pressure dependence tests noted in the text. Another CaF 2 window allows

viewing into the cell at a 45 deg angle. A continuous wave (cw) Nd:YAG

laser, X - 1.06 jim, operated in the TEMo0 mode with linear polarization is

directed into the cell from the bottom. The laser beam is expanded to a 5 -m

diameter and focussed inside the cell with a 50 am- focal length CaF2 lens. A

40 power magnification telemicroscope in conjunction with an IR viewer, which

produces a visible image that is displayed on a video screen, is used for

observing the particles. Some of the figures shown below are photographs of

the'video display. Aerosols are introduced into the beam by depositing a few

on the inside of the -op window and then tapping the window to release them.

An electron microscope photograph of the spherical carbon particles used is

shown in Fig. 2; the radii of these particles range from 0.75 to 4.0 Uim.

Figure 3 is a photograph of a spherical carbon particle stably levitated

using a laser beam with a photon flux at the focal plane of - 10 W/cm2 . The

particle is trapped very near the focal plane. Our experience with single,
electrostatically levitated carbon particles shows that spherical particles
are a steady source of scattered radiation. Nonspherical particles, on the

other hand, if illuminated with a laser are observed to twinkle. Monitoring

the levitated particles in this experiment with both IR and visible radiation

conf1i"'d that the stobly trapped particles are spherical and that no clumping

together of particles is taking place.

Particulates have been suspended with laser beam intensities ranging

from - 102 to 105 W/cm2 ; their localization in the beam from particle to
particle remains nearly constant, with the largest variation being- 0.5 mm.

After a particle is trapped, varying the laser power from one extreme to the

other causes it to move up or down by a few tenths of a millimeter. Also, the

increase in intensity results in a more stably trapped particle; i.e., at the

I7
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Fig. 1. Diagram of experimental apparatus used to trap and
obeerve absorbing carbon microspheres.
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Fig. 2. Electron microscope photograph of spherical carbon
partic~es used in the experiment. The radii range
from 0.75 to 4.0 u'm.
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Fig. 3. A single carbon particle trapped near the focal plane.
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lower power the particle exhibits jitter with amplitude a fr"* 4 -- of its size

in *all directions, but tj the iutensity is increased the jitter decreases.

If numerous particles are sprayed Into the cell we observe some of the

complex migrations mentioned above. In addition, a number of particles remain

trapped above and below the focal plane; however, we have observed a pattern

!.n the way they become suspended. The trapping of particleG above the focal

plane markedly increases when a particle is caught near the focal pline.

Figure 4 shc,#s two suspcnded particles; the distance between them is - 0.5

mm. Six levitated carbon aerosol particles are shown in Fig, 5. Using an

auxiliary hand-held IR viewer, we have observed that there are actually many

more trapped along the beam not seen ia this figure because of the limited

area viewed with che telemicroscope.

The experiment has becn repeated with the laser directed down into the

cell from the top and sideways by rotating the apparatus so that the optical

axis ia parallel to the table. These different experimental configurations

produced the same results: stable suspension of 'carbon aerosol particles. It

seems, therefore, tLat gravity and convection are not necessary influences for

the levitation of particles. The mechanism is entirely particle, laser beam

and surrounding-gas molecule dependent.

We have also performed the experiment using A12 0 3 micron-sized spherical

particles. Under the exact conditions an were used for the highly absorbing

carbon particlep, the weakly absorbing aluaina partiCles were not trapped.

N
V1
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Fig. 4 Two carbon particle* trispped near the focal piano. This
separation '.mtv%3* particlas is -0.5 m.

5i. . Six carbon particle* trbpped above the focal plane .
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11. T•,OKY AND CALCULATIONS

For low Knudsen number, i.e., particle sizes such larter than the mean

free path of ambient Sas molecules, we have recently shown6 that the theory of

Yalamow et l.7 is valid for calculating the photophoretic force on a micron-

sized particle. The expression for the force is

, 2 W.

T X

where n,P, and T *re, respectively, the viscosity, density, and temperature of

the Sas, and K is the therwel slip factor of Ihe. Sas as It slides over the

particle surface. The particle's radius and th*,mal conductivity are denoted

by I and x, and I is the irradiating intensity. .e anisotropy factor J is a

measure of the magnitude of the force and determInes its direction; a negative

J results in a force thua pushes the particle away frci the light rource Plong

the axis of propagation.

For gas viscosity n - 2.9' x 1O-4 3/sc cm, particle thermal con-

ductivity X w 0.28W/cm K, using standard temperature and pressure, and taking

the thermal slip factor 8 to be K - 1.27, we calculate the force on a carbon

particle irradiated with I - I x 103 W/cu 2 plane wave. The resulting 'orce is

presented in Fig. 6 as a function of particle radius. For a 1 us particle

this force is - 2 orders of magnitude higher than that due to gravitation and

radiation pressure. We see that the highly absorbing carbon particles are

pushed sway from the light source. The radiation-particle-interaction picture

that emerges for carbon is that the spherical particle soves in a direction

which is opp-aite to the surface that is irradiated; therefore, for a Gaussian

intensity distribution we would expect the particle to move along the optical

axis and to have a finite force component normal to the beam pushing it out of

the laser. Ties physical picture is corraborated by the levitation of a dye-

impregnated glycerol particle mentioned above where the absorbing particle is

pushed towards the intensity minimum. What we observe in out experiment is in

apparent contrast with this mechanism. However, a closer inspection of the

13
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Fig. 6. Calculated photophoretic force for a spherical carbon

particle.
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laser intensity profile near the focus and, more Important, of the itirection

of energy flow reveals that no contradiction exists.

After more than 60 years of experimental observations we can, finally,

not only quantitatively predict the motion of a photophoresis driven spherical

particle, but can use this force to optically characterize the particulate. 6

If we can use this understanding to learn about the particle, then the next

step is a usage that reveals properties of the irradiating bean not easily

observed on a microscopic scale by other means. Specificaliy, we are refer-

ring to microscopic spatial structures and localized vectorial features of

focussed laser beams.

We use the theory developed by Wolf et &i. 9 - 2  for calculating the

electromagnetic diffraction of an optical system, modified to treat a Gaussian

intensity distribution, to calculate the structure of- the electromagnetic

field near the focal region. The calculations are performed for the experi-

mental conditions presented above, namely, a laser beam, A- 1.06 um, passing

through a 5 me splanatic aperture, with a 100 m radius of curvature. A three

dimensional representation of the time-averaged energy density distribution

near the focal plane, showing a slice through the center of the beam, is pre-

sented in Fig. 7. The electric field is parallel to the plane shown. We see

that the energy density is highly structured and exhibits maxima and minim on

both sides of the focal plane. For the relatively small aperture in the

experiment, which corresponds to a half angle aperture of 2.86 deg, calcula-

tion of the time-averaged electric energy density performed with the electric'

field parallel, perpendicular and at 45 deg, resulted in the same distribution

as is presented In Fig. 7 with the magnituJe cut in half. Consequently, for

our experimental configuration, the electric energy density is independent of

the azimuthal angle, and the contours of coa,;tant energy density are rings

around the optical axis. Furthermore, at the fo.l plane the positions of the

bright and dark rings closely correspond to the Airy diffraction pattern. If

we imagine rotating Fig. 7 about the optical axis, we see that there are small

volumes near the focal plane that are at lower energy levels. These low

energy density volumes of themselves cannot account for the trapping of

particles. We i-.e establishd that a photophoresi3-driven spherical carbon

is
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Fig. 7. Three dimensional plot of time-averaged electromagnetic
energy density near the focal plane for a slice through
the center of the laser beam.
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particle moves in a direction which is opposite to the surface that absorbs

the light. Therefore, if the energy flow is simply diverging for positive z-

coordinate valuen the particle should continue to m-ie along these lines of

flow even if it goes through a region of lover energy density. At this point

it could be argued that the particle is caught inside an energy density well;

this, of course, is a possibility for the laser pointed up experiment. How-

ever, we have shown that gravity is not necessary for trapping particles; the

responsible mechanism must provide a stabilizing force in all directions that

keeps the particle trapped in a small volume of space.

The formalism developed in Refs. 9-12 goes beyond the usual scalar

diffraction theories and presents a method for calculating the vectorial

features of the field near the focus. We use this representation to calculate

the Poynting vector for the same geometry and coordinates used above. Figure

8 presents the tangents to the energy flow lines passing through each polut.

For the most part the beam converges to the focal plane and then diverges;

however, there are regions where the energy flow is sharply directed away from

this general trend. A blow-up of the x - 8.45 to 11.15 wn, z - 1080 to

1140 jim region by a factor of 30 reveals some of the complexities in the

flow. The arrows in Fig. 9 are the calculated directions of the Poynting

vector at the particular coordinates; to help visualize the energy flow, the

dotted lines were drawn in. For an splanatic system, this flow is quite

involved. Contrary to our usual notions, Ignatowsky, in 1 91q. deduced that

there are regions where the flow is directed back toward the object.10 The

more recent detailed calculations of Ref. 12 show the flow of energy actually

whirling around at the focal plane. Our calculations, as can be seen in Figs.

8 and 9, reveal a swirling motion for z > 0. In addition, these results

indicate that local matima in the intensity are accompanied by converging

energy flow toward that point. Contours of constant energy density are repre-

sented by the solid lines in Fig. 9a and the three dimensfonal representation

of this same region is shown below in Fig. 9b. For a carbon particle located

at x - 9.125 Pm and z - 1120 =r any motion toward the forward direction is

halted by the higher flux of photons inttrcepted by the rear half of the

particle. The photons do not have to be directed back toward the source; it

17
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(a) direction of Poynting vector and'! contours (solid lines)
of constant electric energy density;' (b) three dimensional
plot of electric energy density.
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is only important thac the rear half absorb more energy. The removal of this

energy by the surrounding gas molecules imparts a force on theý particle con-

siderably greater than that due to photon momentum and is directed normal to

the surface. The mechanism is schematically summarized in Fig. 10. With this

pictorial insight it is easy to visualize a carbon particle "fallng" into one
of these energy density "holes" and becoming trapped. The observation that

the number of particles trapped increases after one is suspended suggests that
the electromagnetic field is further disturbed by the particle to form more

intensity minima and swirling in the energy flow, which, in turn, cause more

particles to be suspended and so on.

/ ...-- ---.-. N

N /I WI•,T I z-AXIS

\-. __ - -"

Fig. 10. Schematic representation of mechanism responsible for trapping
a particle.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have shown that absorbing spherical carbon aerosol can remain

suspended in the volume swept by a focussed CW Nd:YAG laser., Convection,

resulting from the heating of any part of the cell, as a possible levitating

mechanism was eliminated by reproducing the same results with the beam

entering the cell from the top and sideways. The two remaining known possible

forces are radiation 'pressure and photophoresis. Since for an absorbing

particulate the force due to the photon momentum is negligible compared to the

radiometric force, photophoresis emerges as the only possible candidate. From

Eq. (1) we see that the photophoretic force can be investigated by lowering

the pressure inside the cell, or by increasing the photon flux. In: both cases

the particles should be displaced accordingly. Our experiments did not show a

proportional displacement. We have argued that this behavior is due to the

particle being surrounded by regions of higher energy density and swirling

energy flow; a move towards a more intense part of the beam causes the rear

pa'rt of the particle to absorb more energy, resulting in an anisotropic gas

reaction that pushes the particle back. This is totally in accord with the

experimental observations that particles can be trapped with the laser beam

pointed in any direction and that the jitter decreases when the power is

increased. The jitter decreases because the increasing intensity! shrinks the

volume that can be occupied by the particle and constrains movement.

The spatial variations of the electromagnetic field near the focus have

been measured for a microwave beam by Carswell. 1 3  Our experiment is, we

believe, the first to probe the microscopic spatial structure of the field

that seems, if our conjecture is borne out, to furnish experimental proof of

the complex vectorial features of the energy flow due to diffraction

effects. For applications of practical interest most electromagnetic dif-

fraction theories are approximate representations of the physical inter-

action. Our observations seem to indicate that an absorbing micron-sized

particle, perhaps electrostatically suspended as in Ref. 5, could. be used to

investigate the complex structure of a diffracted laser beam by directly prob-

21



Ing the spatial variations in the near, because of the relatively low power

required, as well as the far field. These types of studies could have some

bearing in the development and testing of new, rigorous diffraction theories

and in applications where the focusing of laser beams to small spot sizes are

important, e.g., laser fusion, ,mltiphoton Absorption, and nonlinear optics.

Regardless of the mechanism responsible, these results point out that

relatively low power lasers used in an aerosol environment can trap absorbing

particles. Therefore, applications such as laser communication, among others,

cannot assume that the distribution an( motion of aerosol In the volume swept

by the laser is Independent of the laser itself. Calculations assuming

aerosol distribution independent of laser-particle interaction might be

overestimating the transmission.

22
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